Land to the West Of Tyers Street London SE11 5NL
Case Officer: Mr Jody Williams
Application Number: 20/04423/RG3
Ward: Princes
Date Received: 21 December 2020
Proposal: Erection of a single storey modular porta-cabin on land to the west of Tyers Street for
use as a temporary community centre (Class F2) during the construction of the new Carmelita
Centre within the Vauxhall Gardens Estate.
Applicant: Homes for Lambeth
Agent: Savills
ADDRESS:

RECOMMENDATION
1. Resolve to grant conditional planning permission including a Grampian condition
requiring the completion of an agreement under Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (as amended) containing the planning obligations listed in this
report
2. Agree to delegate authority to the Director of Planning, Transport and Sustainability
to:
a. Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report, addendums
and/or PAC minutes.
3. In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is a
subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to the Director of Planning,
Transport and Sustainability, having regard to the heads of terms set out in this
report, addendums and/or PAC minutes, to negotiate and complete a document
containing obligations pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 (as amended) in order to meet the requirement of the Planning Inspector.

SITE DESIGNATIONS
Relevant site designations:
Central Activities Zone
Protected Views/Vistas

Parliament Square to Palace of Westminster
Parliament Hill Oak Tree to Palace of Westminster
Parliament Hill summit to Palace of Westminster
Primrose Hill to Palace of Westminster
Brixton Panoramic
Norwood Park
Flood Zone 3

Local Views
Flood Risk Area
Air Quality Management Area
Area of Open Space Deficiency
Adjacent site designations:
Conservation Areas

Albert Embankment
Vauxhall Gardens
Vauxhall Nine Elms Battersea

Opportunity Areas
Air Quality Focus Area
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
i. The proposal relates to the erection of a single storey modular porta-cabin, on land known as ‘Tracey
Island’ to the west of Tyers Street, north of its junction with Jonathon Street within the Vauxhall
Gardens Estate, for use as a temporary community centre (Class F2).
ii. The temporary structure will be provided, whilst the existing Carmelita Centre is demolished and
redeveloped with housing and a new community centre under the separate application (ref 20/04393
– Jonathan Street site). This application is also on the committee agenda for Members’ consideration.
iii. The proposal would ensure the needs of the community (the Vauxhall Gardens Estate Residents and
Tenants Association (VGERTA)) continue to be met whilst the existing Carmelita site is redeveloped
to provide a new community centre and 29 affordable homes.
iv. The development would result in the temporary loss of 734sqm of estate amenity land within the
Vauxhall Gardens Estate. However, the temporary structure would be removed upon completion of
the permanent replacement centre and the site would be restored to its former use as estate amenity
land with this secured by condition and s106 obligations. Notably, the related proposal on the
Jonathan Street site includes mitigation to address an overall loss of estate amenity land with the
applicant proposing improvements to on-site amenity to this site and other amenity spaces in the
immediate vicinity. The final scheme of off-site improvements would be secured under the main
redevelopment application. Given the need to provide a temporary community centre whilst the
nearby existing Carmelita Centre is redeveloped and noting the public benefits and mitigation arising
from that scheme and obligations to provide compensatory mitigation, which will include requirements
to deliver improvements prior to the temporary development being carried out Policy EN1 of the
Lambeth Local Plan is considered to be met in relation the temporary development of the estate
amenity land.
v. The proposal would result in the loss of 4 small palm trees and would provide new landscaping to the
site boundary and relocated planters and seating to a forecourt area.
vi. The building would appear functional but noting its single storey and temporary nature it is considered
to be appropriate and acceptable in this instance and would not harm the adjoining Vauxhall Garden
Estate Conservation Area.
vii. The proposed development would not result in any significant material impact in terms of overlooking
or loss of privacy to neighbouring residential properties, nor would it amount to an unneighbourly
relationship with regard to increased sense of enclosure or overbearing impact.
viii.The development would not impact unacceptably upon the function and safety of the highway
network.
ix. Subject to conditions, the development would meet technical requirements in respect of sustainability,
flood risk mitigation, waste and recycling.
x. The development would safeguard the provision of a community centre within the vicinity and the
application is therefore recommended for approval, subject to conditions in accordance with the
presumption in favour of sustainable development conferred upon Local Planning Authorities by the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

xi. The application site is not yet in the applicant’s ownership and will be transferred or a long lease
granted following any grant of planning permission. In order to secure necessary mitigation
measures, a Grampian condition would be imposed requiring a s106 to be entered into, which will
secure a range of planning obligations that would reasonably mitigate the otherwise unacceptable
impacts of the development.

OFFICER REPORT
Reason for referral to PAC: The application is reported to the Planning Applications
Committee in accordance with paragraph 2.6 of the Committee’s terms of reference as it
relates to the reprovision of a community centre and is directly associated to a referable major
application also on this agenda 20/04393 and the Assistant Director, Development
Management and Enforcement wishes to refer to the Committee.
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THE APPLICATION SITE

1.1

The site is an open space that is used as estate amenity land, located to the north side of Tyers
Street within the Vauxhall Gardens Estate and to the east of the existing Carmelita Centre
located at the junction of Jonathon Street and Vauxhall Walk.

1.2

The site lies immediately east of the 14 storey Haymans Point residential building and southeast of the 14 storey Coverley Point residential tower. The amenity area is raised from street
level and comprises a grassed area with central planting. The site measures approximately 20
by 30 metres.

1.3

The existing Carmelita Centre Building is a single storey portacabin structure which has been
used as a community centre and run by volunteers of Vauxhall Gardens Estate Residents and
Tenants Association (VGERTA). The main space is an all-purpose hall which is used for a
range of community activities and when in use a main hall, a small hall and a meeting room are
available to hire with discounted rates available for members of the residents’ association or
local community groups.

1.4

The site is within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) and is adjacent to but not within the
Vauxhall Nine Elms Battersea (VNEB) Opportunity Area. The site falls within the following
protected London Plan vistas: Parliament Square to Palace of Westminster; Parliament Hill
Oak Tree to Palace of Westminster; Parliament Hill summit to Palace of Westminster and
Primrose Hill to Palace of Westminster. The site sits within the locally protected Brixton and
Norwood Park Panoramic views and is situated adjacent to the Albert Embankment and
Vauxhall Gardens Conservation Areas.

1.5

The site lies within flood risk zone 3, has a PTAL score of 6a, is within an area of open space
deficiency, and an Air Quality Management Area.
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THE SURROUNDING AREA

2.1

The site is located within the Vauxhall Gardens Estate, an estate which consists of thirty
housing blocks containing approximately 1,000 units. The majority of the buildings are fivestorey red-brick constructions dating largely from the 1930’s interspersed with some post-war
residential towers. The area is situated south of Waterloo Station, north of Kennington Lane
and east of Albert Embankment. The area also comprises residential terraces, retail,
commercial and community uses. Approximately 25% of the Estate consists of green space,
with Venn Park, Pedlars Park and Vauxhall Gardens located around the edges of it.

2.2

The site has a PTAL score of 6a with bus stops located on Black Prince Road, to the north of
the site. Bus routes are also found on Albert Embankment and Vauxhall Station is to the south
is within walking distance of the site. There are a number of Santander cycle hire hubs close to
the site with one situated on Sancroft Street.
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SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

3.1

Existing site

Figure 1: Site Photo
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PROPOSAL
Summary of the Proposal

4.1

The application comprises the erection of a single storey modular porta-cabin on existing estate
amenity land to the west of Tyers Street, for use as a temporary community centre (Class F2).

4.2

Under application ref 20/04393, it is proposed to demolish the existing Carmelita Community
centre and construct a mixed use development providing 29 new homes and including a
replacement community centre. The proposed temporary structure proposed by this application
will provide a community centre during the demolition and construction of the new community
centre to temporarily accommodate the Carmelita Centre.
Detail of the Proposal

Figure 2: Proposed site plan
4.3

The proposal seeks to provide a temporary community centre with a floor area of 289.3m2 in a
single storey ‘L’ shaped modular building that will house two community halls, toilets, a kitchen,
office space and storage rooms.

Figure 3: Proposed ground floor layout
4.4

This application for a temporary Carmelita Centre (Use Class F2) will retain a community centre
that VGERTA can utilise whilst the new permanent community centre at ground floor of the
proposed residential block is being constructed. It is to be located in an area that is presently
estate amenity space.

Figure 4: Tyers Street elevation
4.5

The proposed temporary single storey structure will be formed of modular portacabins which
will be painted in a light grey colour. The portacabin will be a maximum height of 3.20 metres.

4.6

The existing residents’ car park accessed from Tyers Street will be extended to provide two
disabled parking spaces for the community centre use and 3 spaces for the new mixed use
development.

4.7

The existing signage, planters and seating would be relocated from the existing centre to the
temporary centre.

Access and Landscaping
4.8

The existing amenity area is raised above street level and as such the access to the centre will
be either by steps or a ramp to the south of the site, leading to a raised forecourt area. A
separate ramp serving an emergency exit is located on the northern elevation and linked to the
raised forecourt.

4.9

The parking will be accessed from the existing vehicular access from Tyers Street serving a
residents’ parking area. A total of 2 blue badge spaces are proposed for the temporary building
and 2 and 3 spaces allocated to the proposed mixed use development within a reconfigured
and extended car parking area accessed from Tyers Street.

4.10 A landscaped buffer will be provided along the back edge of the footpath with raised planters
and seating, relocated from the existing centre, provided to the raised forecourt.
4.11 Once no longer required the temporary centre will be removed and the area forms part of the
wider landscaping scheme proposed by application ref 20/04393 to mitigate the loss of estate
amenity through improvements and enhancements to existing amenity and open areas. The
proposed works envisaged seek to create a garden with stepped and ramped access with new
shrub and tree planting, seating, a lawn, perennial beds and a pergola.

Figure 5: Tracey Island Landscape option (source Design and Access Statement)
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PLANNING PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT

5.1

Homes for Lambeth have an overarching service level agreement PPA with Lambeth Planning
which this scheme falls under. Prior to submission of the application the applicant was engaged
in pre application discussions with officers.
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RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

6.1

There is no record of any relevant planning history for the site.
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CONSULTATIONS

7.1

Internal Consultees
Conservation and Urban Design

7.2

No objections on design or conservation grounds.

Air Quality – Environmental Health
7.3

No objections subject to conditions securing a management plan to ensure that the activities at
the community centre don’t adversely impact neighbouring residents.

7.4

Officer comment – the above mitigation and requirements are secured by conditions and legal
agreement.
Parks and Open Spaces

7.5

No objections, subject to securing landscape enhancements. The location of the temporary
building is not of high ecological or landscape value, and the temporary use of this area will not
have any significant ecological or landscape impacts. The building should be suitably screened
and integrated into the estate and surrounding views as best as possible, until it is demolished
and removed. As well as some boundary planting, other items such as raised planters and
green screens of shrubs and hedges can be used (which can be recycled back onto the
redeveloped Jonathan and Orsett Street sites or used on other open areas on the estate).

7.6

The temporary loss of housing amenity open space is of minimal adverse impact in terms of the
wider estate amenity, and its occupied use while the new Carmelita Centre is constructed can
be suitably mitigated for. Once the building is no longer required, the space it will occupy
should be completely cleared and reinstated to an acceptable standard, including improved
ground landscaping along with additional ecological enhancements.

7.7

Officer comment: Noted. Conditions applied and s106 obligations to be secured.
Transport and Highways

7.8

No objections raised to the proposed development subject to the following conditions and
obligations:
- Method of Construction Statement
- Details relating to cycle parking spaces in line with The London Plan 2021, including provision
for long stay for staff.
- Disabled car parking and electric charging (as included within permanent scheme).

7.9

Officer comment – the above mitigation and requirements are secured by conditions.
Waste

7.10 No objections subject to appropriate management to prevent resident cars blocking access to
the bins.
7.11 Officer comment – the above mitigation and requirements are secured by conditions.
7.12 Statutory External Consultees
Transport for London (TfL)
7.13 No objection.
Environment Agency

7.14 No objection.
7.15 Adjoining owners/occupiers
7.16 A site notice was displayed from 30th April 2021 to 21st May 2021 and the application was
advertised in the local paper on 30th April 2021. The formal consultation period ended on 21st
May 2021. Four representations received during the consultation period, all were in objection. A
summary of the concerns raised is set out below:

Summary of objections
Land Use
• No requirement for Community Use

Amenity
• Loss of daylight/sunlight
•

•

Loss of view

Noise and pollution impact from
proposed construction
• Loss of privacy for neighbouring
occupiers
Design and Conservation
• The building would be a grey
eyesore.
Transport
• Loss of parking spaces
• Obstructs access to Haymans Point
and Coverley Point.
Other
• Issues raised in regard to the
separate application for
redevelopment of existing Carmelita
Centre and Orsett Road scheme.

Response
The proposal would replace an existing
community centre. See section 9 of the report.

See section 11 of the report.
The right to a view is not a planning
consideration however an assessment on the
impacts on neighbouring amenity is covered in
section 11 of this report.
This is covered under Section 11 of the report.
This is covered under Section 11 of the report

See Section 10 of the report

See Section 13 of the report.

These issues are addressed within the Officer’s
committee report for the separate application
also for Member’s consideration at Planning
Applications Committee (reference
20/04393/RG3).
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POLICIES

8.1

Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 requires the decision maker to have
regard to the provisions of the development plan so far as material to the application; any local
finance considerations, so far as material to the application; and any other material
considerations. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
planning decisions to be made in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. The development plan in Lambeth is the London Plan
(2021), the Lambeth Local Plan (2021) and the South Bank and Waterloo neighbourhood
development plan (“the SoWNDP”) (October 2019). This application is also subject to the
heritage statutory provisions as set out in the agenda pack and heritage analysis of the report.

8.2

The latest NPPF was published in 2018, updated in 2019 and 2021. This document sets out
the Government’s planning policies for England including the presumption in favour of
sustainable development and is a material consideration in the determination of all applications.

8.3

The current planning application has been considered against all relevant national, regional
and local planning policies as well as any relevant guidance. A full list of relevant policies and
guidance has been set out in Appendix 3 to this report.

ASSESSMENT
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LAND USE

9.1

This proposal concerns the use of existing estate amenity to provide a community facility for a
temporary period.

9.2

The existing Carmelita Centre is situated at the corner of Jonathan Street and Vauxhall Walk
and consists of a single storey portacabin with a total floorspace of 303 sqm (Gross Internal
Area (GIA) which functions as a community centre run by VGERTA. It has a main hall, a small
hall and meeting rooms. The centre accommodates community and volunteer activities for
members of the residents’ association and local community groups.

9.3

The proposal would re-provide these facilities to the west of Haymans Point on the existing
estate amenity area known as ‘Tracey Island’ to the west of Tyers Street, during the proposed
demolition of the existing Carmelita Centre and construction of the permanent replacement
centre with affordable housing units above. This development forms part of the separate
application 20/04393/RG3 (Jonathan Street site)

9.4

The replacement facility will form a temporary structure, with a floor area of 289.3m2 in a single
storey ‘L’ shaped modular building that will house two community halls, toilets, a kitchen, office
space and storage rooms.

9.5

This application for a temporary Carmelita Centre (Use Class F2) will retain a community centre
that VGERTA can utilise whilst the new permanent community centre at ground floor of the
proposed residential block is being constructed.

9.6

Local Plan Policy S1 seeks to safeguard existing community premises unless it can be
demonstrated that replacement facilities are of ‘equivalent or better functionality’. Policy S2 of
the LLP supports the provision of new or improved social infrastructure where the site is
appropriate for the intended use and is accessible to the community; the facility would not
prejudice neighbouring amenity; and the facility is designed to be flexible, adaptable and sited
to maximise shared community use of premises to promote social inclusion.

9.7

The proposal would ensure that the existing community centre remains available to local
residents during the proposed period of demolition and construction. This facility would be
removed once the replacement Carmelita Centre is completed. The development and
continued operation of this temporary facility will be secured by legal agreement.

9.8

Upon completion the proposed purpose-built larger community centre will represent a
significant improvement over the existing portacabin facility.

9.9

The temporary community centre will ensure the continuous provision for the community whilst
the replacement Community facility and wider development is constructed. The resultant
permanent facility will represent an improvement on current provision, providing greater space,
functionality and quality and accords with policies S1 and S2 of the LLP.
Estate Amenity Space

9.10 The site incorporates an area which provides 734m2 general amenity (mostly lawn) for
adjacent residential blocks and the wider Vauxhall Gardens Estate.

Figure 6: Alternative temporary sites considered (source: Design and Access Statement)
9.11 A number of sites were considered suitable for the temporary centre within the vicinity. These
were then analysed by Homes for Lambeth (HFL) based on; location, in regards to way-finding
and street presence; impact to surroundings, in regards to impact on both existing residents
and landscape and impact on the phasing of the future development blocks.

9.12 Option 03 (highlighted in green above) – located on Tracey Island, was deemed the most
suitable location for the temporary centre, balancing location within the estate, impact on local
residents and landscape and impact on the overall phasing and construction of the new
development blocks.
9.13 The temporary loss of Public Open Space through development proposals is not supported by
policy. The NPPF states that existing open space should not be built on unless an assessment
demonstrates the land is surplus to requirements or when the loss is replaced by equivalent or
better provision in terms of quantity and quality, in a suitable location, or the development is for
alternative sports/recreation which outweigh the loss of the exiting use. London Plan policy G4
states that development proposals should not result in a net loss of protected open space and
where possible create such space particularly in areas of open space deficiency.
9.14 Lambeth Local Plan policy EN1 (a)(i) identifies that the loss of open space would not be
permitted unless at least one of three tests is met, with the following being relevant to this
proposal:
ii) In the case of housing estate amenity areas, significant regeneration and community benefits
would be achieved that could not be achieved in any other way, and appropriate compensatory
provision for the loss of open space is made, including improvements to the quality of the
remaining open space.
9.15 The proposal would not result in the permanent loss of existing estate amenity land as it is to
be occupied only for a temporary period whilst the existing Carmelita Centre site is
redeveloped. This would facilitate a continuous community centre provision as part of the wider
programme of housing delivery.
9.16 Once the permanent Carmelita Centre is completed, obligations will require the site to be
returned to a landscaped open space and its current use as estate amenity land (with
enhancement). The reprovision and improvement of this site as estate amenity land is secured
under the wider estate amenity improvements proposed as mitigation under application
20/04393 (Jonathan Street site) which will bring significant regeneration and community
benefits from new housing and enhanced community facilities.
9.17 The landscaping chapter submitted for the wider redevelopment scheme proposes that this site
could be redesigned to provide planting, seating, and other landscape works and made
accessible from the street via stepped and ramped access, bringing this space of 734 sq.m into
full public use. This will be subject to a separate planning application and will be required as
part of the legal obligations secured for the wider redevelopment.
9.18 Whilst following the proposed use, the site will be returned to estate amenity and forms part or
the wider improvement plan, policy EN1 requires that appropriate compensatory provision for
the loss of open space is made, including improvements to the quality of the remaining open
space. In this case the community centre would temporarily occupy most of the site and
although there is some new landscaping proposed there is limited opportunity to enhance
remaining space.
9.19 In order to ensure there is appropriate mitigation for the temporary loss of Tracey Island as
estate amenity land it is proposed to require the upgrading of one of the other areas proposed
as part of the wider estate improvements, before the temporary community centre is provided.
This will ensure there is mitigation provided directly for the loss of Tracey Island.

9.20 This is deemed to be appropriate in this instance, given the amenity space lost at Tracey Island
will be returned to estate amenity and improved following the completion of the permanent
community centre and the benefits of a continuous community centre provision.
9.21 A single legal agreement is proposed covering this site and the wider redevelopment so that
the amenity land improvements can be coordinated. In both cases the applicant is HfL and the
freeholder of all the land is the council. It is important to ensure that the obligations, most
notably in respect to the estate amenity improvements and the timings of these are covered
and controlled under one agreement.
9.22 As such, the temporary use of estate amenity land ensures the continuous provision of social
infrastructure within the vicinity of the existing community centre and is considered to be
acceptable. Upon completion of the permanent community centre and wider redevelopment the
land will be returned to estate amenity and will be improved and upgraded as part of the wider
estate landscape plans associated with the wider redevelopment.
9.23 Therefore, the proposals and the proposed mitigation is considered to comply with adopted
LLP Policy EN1 (a)(i) and (d)(ii).
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DESIGN AND CONSERVATION
Scale, Massing, Layout and Appearance

10.1 The existing site is an amenity area to the east of Haymans Point.

Figure 7: Tracey Island with Haymans Point behind. Four storey office and larger towers
(Albert Embankment) in background.
10.2 The proposed building comprises a single storey modular ‘L’ shaped building set a minimum of
3.10 metres from the back edge of the footpath. The building would be set towards the rear of
the site projecting eastwards to its northern elevation which would form the deepest part at
15.25 metres. The building would be 25 metres in width orientated north - south, 9.75 metres in
depth to the southern elevation and 3.1 metres in height. The building would front Tyers Street
and would include a forecourt area, ramped and stepped access and refuse and cycles
storage.

Figure 8: Proposed Tyers Street elevation
10.3 The limited scale and height of the building would sit below the windows of the lowest floor of
Haymans Point and ensures the proposal is not overly dominant or prominent within the
streetscene.
10.4 The appearance of the modular building is functional with regular windows and a main entrance
to the front eastern street elevation. The north, west and south elevations contain windows with
a secondary entrance and ramp to the northern flank elevation.
10.5 A landscaped buffer will be provided to the front of the site adjacent to Tyers Street with raised
planters and seating to the forecourt area relocated from the existing site.
10.6 The existing lawn largely offers visual amenity to local residents who look down upon it and has
very little in the way of practical amenity value due to its raised and rather exposed position.
10.7 The structure is functional and whilst it would not be suitable as a permanent building in this
location, it will meet an important community need and noting the temporary nature of the
proposal the design and scale are considered to be acceptable and appropriate in this
instance. In addition, the proposed scale, massing and appearance would replicate the existing
Carmelita Centre located within the vicinity.
Impacts of Heritage Assets: Legislation and National Policy Context
10.8 The beginning of the Agenda Pack contains a summary of the legislative and national policy
context for the assessment of the impact of a development proposal on the historic
environment and its heritage assets. This is in addition to Lambeth Local Plan and London
Plan policies.
10.9 Turning to consider the application of the legislative and policy requirements referred to above,
the first step is for the decision-maker to consider each of the designated heritage assets
(referred to hereafter simply as “heritage assets”) which would be affected by the proposed
development in turn and assess whether the proposed development would result in any harm
to the heritage asset.
10.10 The decision of the Court of Appeal in Barnwell Manor confirms that the assessment of the
degree of harm to the heritage asset is a matter for the planning judgement of the decisionmaker.

10.11 However, where the decision-maker concludes that there would be some harm to the heritage
asset, in deciding whether that harm would be outweighed by the advantages of the proposed
development (in the course of undertaking the analysis required by s.38(6) PCPA 2004) the
decision-maker is not free to give the harm such weight as the decision-maker thinks
appropriate. Rather, Barnwell Manor establishes that a finding of harm to a heritage asset is a
consideration to which the decision-maker must give considerable importance and weight in
carrying out the balancing exercise.
10.12 There is therefore a “strong presumption” against granting planning permission for
development which would harm a heritage asset. In the Forge Field case the High Court
explained that the presumption is a statutory one. It is not irrebuttable. It can be outweighed by
material considerations powerful enough to do so. But a local planning authority can only
properly strike the balance between harm to a heritage asset on the one hand and planning
benefits on the other if it is conscious of the statutory presumption in favour of preservation and
if it demonstrably applies that presumption to the proposal it is considering.
10.13 The case-law also establishes that even where the harm identified is less than substantial (i.e.
falls within paragraph 199 of the NPPF), that harm must still be given considerable importance
and weight.
10.14 Where more than one heritage asset would be harmed by the proposed development, the
decision-maker also needs to ensure that when the balancing exercise in undertaken, the
cumulative effect of those several harms to individual assets is properly considered.
Considerable importance and weight must be attached to each of the harms identified and to
their cumulative effect.
10.15 What follows is an officer assessment of the extent of harm which would result from the
proposed development to the scoped heritage assets provided by the applicant as part of its
submission. This includes Conservation Areas, and neighbouring Listed Buildings.
Impact on Heritage Assets: Conservation Areas
10.16 The site is not located in a Conservation Area but falls close to the Vauxhall Gardens
Conservation Area which runs adjacent to the eastern edge of the lawn in front of Haymans
Point, running north up the eastern side of Tyers Street.
10.17 Given the proximity of the Conservation Area, Officers have assessed the potential impact of
the proposal on the setting. The proposed building would be single storey and significantly
smaller than the 13 storey buildings directly to the west, Haymans and Coverley Point towers
and building to the east, Mountain House within the Conservation Area.
10.18 Given the limited height and scale, the views outside of the immediate location would be limited
and set against the backdrop of other taller developments and therefore the proposal will not
harm the setting of the Vauxhall Gardens Conservation Area.
Impact on Heritage Assets: Listed Buildings
10.19 There are no listed buildings on or within the vicinity of the site or others that would have their
setting impacted by the proposed development.
10.20 No objection was raised by the Council’s Design and Conservation Officer and the
development is considered to accord with policies Q20 and Q23 of the LLP as there would be
no harm to any heritage assets.
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AMENITY FOR NEIGHBOURING OCCUPIERS
Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing

11.1 The beginning of the Agenda Pack contains broad contextual overview of the assessment
framework within which BRE compliant sunlight and daylight studies are undertaken. This
includes an explanation of the key terms and targets contained within the BRE guidance. The
following assessment has been made in the context of this information.
11.2 The proposed single storey nature and limited height which would sit below that of the
floorplate of the lowest habitable floor of the adjacent Haymans Point and the separation of
5.50 metres would ensure there is no adverse impact to these properties.
11.3 Given the greater separation to all other adjacent properties to the east and north, the proposal
would not adversely impact on daylight / sunlight or overshadowing given the limited height of
the proposed building and the separation from surrounding properties.
Privacy
11.4 Policy Q2 (iii) of the LLP requires development proposals to avoid “wherever possible” any
unacceptable levels of overlooking (or perceived overlooking).
11.5 The closest residential windows facing towards the site are located in the east elevation of
Haymans Point. The adjoining windows are located at a higher (first floor) level and given the
separation and community use there would be no adverse impact or loss of privacy to these
properties.
Outlook
11.6 Policy Q2 (iii) of the LLP requires development proposals to avoid “wherever possible” any
undue sense of enclosure. Sufficient distances would be maintained between the proposed
building and surrounding residential neighbours and given the limited height the proposed
buildings would not unduly impact upon the outlook from the neighbouring properties.
11.7 Whilst the proposal would remove existing open areas, this would be for a temporary period
and would facilitate a continuous community centre provision within the vicinity, whilst a
permanent replacement community centre and wider development is constructed. Objections
have been raised in this regard, wishing to retain the general openness that exists in this
location. However, it is not considered that the proposed temporary building would impinge
outlook so as to create an undue sense of enclosure given the scale of the buildings and the
distances to neighbouring property, in accordance with LLP Policy Q2.
Noise and Vibration
11.8 LLP Policy Q2 makes clear that proposals should ensure that any adverse impact in terms of
noise and vibration should be reduced and minimised as far as possible to ensure the amenity
of existing and future occupants is protected. The development would not likely result in an
unacceptable impact on surrounding properties with regard to noise, noting the surrounding
residential setting and the existing relationship between the Carmelita Centre and the units of
Hayman’s Point and managed by Vauxhall Gardens Estate residents themselves.

11.9 The Council’s regulatory Services consultant has reviewed the proposal and raised no
objection subject to conditions requiring details of a Community Use Management Plan
(condition 18).
Construction
11.10 A condition is recommended to require a Construction Environmental Management Plan for
submission and approval before development commences in accordance with LLP Policy Q2.
In addition, any construction works would be subject to statutory nuisance legislation, further
protecting the amenity of residents.
Lighting
11.11 No details regarding lighting have been provided at this stage. To ensure minimal nuisance or
disturbance is caused to the amenity of neighbouring occupiers and of the area generally in line
with LLP Policy Q2 a condition (condition ??) is recommended that details of lighting be
submitted.
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TREES AND LANDSCAPING
Trees

12.1 LLP Policy Q10 states that proposals for new developments will be required to take particular
account of existing trees on site and adjoining land. Development will not be permitted that
would result in the loss of trees of significant amenity, historic or ecological/habitat conservation
value, or give rise to a threat, immediate or long term to the continued wellbeing of such trees.
Where appropriate the planting of additional trees should be included in new developments.
Policy Q10 states that where it is imperative to remove trees, adequate replacement planting
will be secured, the amount and nature based on existing value of the trees removed using
cost/benefit tools such as CAVAT.
12.2 The Arboricultural Report submitted with the application (prepared by SJA) indicates that there
are 4 Cabbage Palm trees to be removed to accommodate the proposed development, as
shown on the proposed layout plan. These are all category ‘C’ specimens.
12.3 British Standard 5837:2012 (Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and Construction)
provides a cascade chart for tree categorisation with three Categories for trees considered for
retention.

•
•

A - being trees of high quality with an estimated life expectancy of at least 40 years

•

C- Trees of low quality with an estimated life expectancy of 10 years or young trees with
a stem diameter below 150mm. These trees are considered to have no material
conservation or cultural value.

B – being trees of moderate quality with an estimated life expectancy of 20 years. These
trees are considered to have material conservation or cultural value

12.4 The Cabbage Palms are an exotic species that are small (not exceeding 3m in height) and as
such, their removal will have no significant impact on the character or appearance of the area
and is necessary to accommodate the proposed building.

12.5 The proposal also incorporates space for replacement landscaping and tree planting, alongside
Tyers Street which will mitigate the proposed small Cabbage Palms to be removed and
enhance the streetscene. A condition is included (condition 11) to ensure the adjacent street
trees are protected during construction.
Landscaping
12.6 LLP Policy Q9 requires developments to provide landscaping that is fit for purpose, provides
means of access routes, avoids piecemeal or left over spaces, includes sustainable drainage,
maximises opportunities for greening and makes use of appropriate plant species and is
attractive and well designed.
12.7 A strip of landscaping is proposed to soften the impact of the proposal from the streetscene
along Tyers Street. In addition, planter boxes to the forecourt and other areas of planting are
proposed within the site.
12.8 Given the limited scale and height and temporary nature of the proposal the proposed
landscaping scheme is considered acceptable.
12.9 Following completion of the replacement Carmelita Centre to Jonathon Street the temporary
centre will be removed and the land will form part of the reprovision and upgrading of estate
amenity secured within the legal agreement under application 20/04393.
12.10 A condition (condition 9) is included to require further details of the landscaping scheme and
restoration of the land to open space to be approved. Noting the temporary nature and future
proposals it is considered that the landscaping proposed accords with requirements of Policy
Q9 of the LLP.
Biodiversity
12.11 Policy EN1 of the LLP seeks to prevent development that would result in significant harm to the
nature conservation or biodiversity value of an open space including any designated or
proposed Local Nature Reserves (LNR) or Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC)
and requires development proposals to protect, enhance, create or manage nature
conservation and biodiversity interest. Policy G6 of the London Plan states that development
proposals should manage impacts on biodiversity and aim to secure net biodiversity gain.
12.12 Given the limited scale, limited loss of vegetation, replacement planting proposed and the
temporary nature, the proposal would not significantly impact on biodiversity. The benefits of
the continued provision of the community centre and proposed upgrading and enhancement of
the estate amenity area once the temporary community centre use is no longer required, will
ensure an improvement to and deliver biodiversity improvements to the site in the future. The
details and requirements of the future works will be secured within the legal agreement for the
main mixed use development (ref 20/04393).
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TRANSPORT
Site Context

13.1 The site is located within a primarily residential area, fronting Tyers Street close to the junction
with Jonathan Street.

13.2 Tyers Street is northbound only for vehicles and provides access to Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens
and Vauxhall train station. Black Prince Road is located to the north, enabling access to bus
services and local shops. By road, Black Prince Road provides access to the A23 Kennington
Road to the east, which meets the A3204. The roads surrounding the site are subjected to
20mph speed limits. The Cycle Superhighway 7 (CS7) travels on the A3 close to the site.
Quietway 3 passes along Vauxhall Street. Cycle Superhighway 5 is also located 650m south of
the site, with access gained from Vauxhall Spring Gardens, to enable access over Vauxhall
Bridge to the west. There are cycle hire docking stations on Sancroft Street with capacity for 24
bikes and in Vauxhall Spring Gardens at the southern end of Vauxhall Walk, which has
capacity for 26 cycles.
13.3 The site has access to nine regular bus services and three night bus services providing access
within 10 minute walk. The nearest rail station to the application site is Vauxhall Rail Station
with underground and regional services and has a PTAL rating of 6a (excellent). Within 1.2km
of the site, there are 12 Zipcar car club bays available.
13.4 Both sites are within Controlled Parking Zones and subject to on-street restriction Monday to
Friday 08:30 to 18:30 with paid parking (maximum 4 hours) also available.
13.5 As existing the Carmelita Centre has 2 off street disabled parking spaces accessed from
Jonathon Street. These would be re-provided by extending the existing residents’ parking area
to the south of the site close to the junction of Tyers Street and Jonathon Street to provide 2
disabled parking spaces for the temporary community centre. These would be retained for the
permanent community centre and additional capacity would be provided to provide 3 disabled
parking spaces to serve the future residents of the mixed use development. The additional
spaces would be retained permanently to be incorporated into the main redevelopment scheme
once the temporary building is removed.
Sustainable Travel
13.6 LLP Policy T1 states that Lambeth will promote a sustainable pattern of development in the
borough, minimising the need to travel and reducing dependence on the private car. LLP Policy
T1 also states that the Council will seek to maximise trips made by sustainable modes and
apply London Plan policy T2, Healthy Streets in accordance with the Lambeth Healthy Routes
Plan and Low Traffic Neighbourhood Plan to facilitate walking and cycling trips. Development
must contribute towards the improvement of inclusive access to public transport and walking
and cycling routes. LLP T2 States that Lambeth will support the delivery of public realm
improvements designed to create attractive places that encourage economic and social activity.
Access
13.7 No new vehicular access will be provided to the site with access to the proposed parking area
via an existing access to residents parking area from Tyers Street. This parking area would be
extended to provide disabled parking spaces.
13.8 The site is raised above street level requiring pedestrian access to the site to be by steps or
ramped access, which is considered acceptable.
Cycle Parking
13.9 LLP Policy T3 requires development to provide cycle parking in accordance with London Plan
standards and that the Council will look to promote cycling in accordance with the Lambeth

Healthy Routes Plan. LLP Q13 states that cycle storage in developments should be fully
integrated, accessible, inclusive and be fully compliant with minimum London Plan standards.
13.10 A total of 12 spaces are proposed by way of 6 Sheffield stands located externally adjacent to
the existing parking area. This meets London Plan and Local Plan policies requirements for a
community centre use. A condition is included (condition 14) to ensure this is provided prior to
the occupation of the temporary centre.
Electric Vehicle Charging Points
13.11 London Plan policy T6 requires that all residential car parking spaces must provide
infrastructure for electric or Ultra-Low Emission vehicles. At least 20 per cent of spaces should
have active charging facilities, with passive provision for all remaining spaces.
13.12 Given the temporary nature it is considered overly onerous to require charging infrastructure to
be provided at this stage. The proposed spaces also form part of the parking strategy for
application ref 20/04393 and will be subject to compliance with this requirement under that
scheme.
Car Parking and Servicing
13.13 The existing car park adjacent to the site accessed from Tyers Street will be extended into the
lawn area to the south west of Haymans Point to provide an additional 5 disabled spaces, 2 for
the Community Centre and 3 for the future residential units.
13.14 The re-configuration of the existing car parking will be on a permanent basis. This will include
the re-location of two spaces for the temporary as well as the future community centre, and
provision of three new spaces for future residents on the new block.
13.15 This is considered to accord LLP Policy T7. A condition is included to ensure the parking is
provided in accordance with the approve detail and prior to the occupation of the temporary
centre.
Network Impacts
13.16 The proposal would reprovide an existing use in the vicinity with a comparable floor area and
therefore would not generate additional highway network impacts above and beyond the
existing situation. TfL have raised no objection to the scheme.
Delivery and Servicing
13.17 The servicing and delivery for the community centre would be provided on-street with sufficient
space considered to be available.
13.18 A Construction Environmental Management Plan is required to be submitted (condition 12) to
outline the build duration, programme, numbers of construction vehicle movements, and a
commentary on how the site will be built out and impact on the operation of the highway.
Waste Management
13.19 An external waste store is proposed adjacent to the cycle stores and stepped access to the
south of the site. A condition is recommended to provide the details of the store (condition 16)

and a waste management strategy to ensure the proposed bins and existing residential bins
can be presented for collection without impediment.
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SUSTAINABLE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

14.1 LLP Policy EN4 states that all development will be required to meet high standards of
sustainable design and construction and demonstrate that sustainable design standards are
integral to the design, construction and operation of the development. All new non-residential
development and non-self-contained residential accommodation should meet at least BREEAM
‘Excellent’.
14.2 Given the modular construction proposed and temporary nature of the building it is considered
overly onerous to require sustainability requirements and the proposal would be exempt from
BREEAM compliance due to its temporary nature.
Other Environmental Matters
Flood Risk
14.3 LLP Policy EN5 states that flooding in the borough will be minimised through applying a
sequential, risk-based approach to the location of development to avoid flood risk to people and
property. This general approach is designed to ensure that areas at little or no risk of flooding
from any source are developed in preference to areas at higher risk. For all developments, it
must be demonstrated that development will be safe, and where required it will reduce fluvial,
tidal, surface run-off and groundwater floor risk through using appropriate flood risk measures,
including the use of sustainable drainage systems.
14.4 The site is in Flood Zone 3 and is located within an area benefitting from flood defences. Whilst
the site is protected by the River Thames tidal flood defences up to a 1 in 1000 (0.1%) chance
in any year, the most recent flood modelling (December 2017) shows that the site is at risk if
there were to be a breach in the defences.
14.5 The submitted Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) (dated September 2020; ref.193852-01C)
provides an accurate assessment of the tidal and fluvial flood risks associated with the
proposed development and the Environment Agency has no objection to the proposed
development as submitted. A condition (condition 8) is recommended to ensure flood resilient
measure are incorporated within the temporary building.
Sustainable Drainage
14.6 LLP policy EN6 require development to utilise sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS)
unless there are practical reasons for not doing so and should aim to achieve greenfield run-off
rates and adequately manage surface water run-off. LP policy SI13 sets out a drainage
hierarchy which should be followed.
14.7 The proposed surface water drainage strategy proposes to restrict surface water flows at the
site to equivalent greenfield runoff rates with a maximum discharge rate of 2 l/s. Surface water
from the site would be controlled using an attenuation tank (which temporarily store surface
water on site within a cellular storage tank located beneath the communal amenity space to the
east of the building) prior to being released to Thames Water’s combined sewer network.
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PLANNING OBLIGATIONS AND CIL

15.1 The LLP Policy D4 and Annex 10 sets out the Council’s policy in relation to seeking planning
obligations and the charging approaches for various types of obligation. For contributions that
are not covered by Annex 10, the Council’s approach to calculating contributions is guided by
the Development Viability SPD (adopted 2017) and the Employment and Skills SPD (adopted
2018).
15.2 The planning obligations that are proposed are considered necessary to make the development
acceptable in planning terms, are directly related to the development and are fairly and
reasonably related in kind and in scale to the development. They are therefore compliant with
the requirements of Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.
15.3 The Council is the freehold owner of the site. HfL currently has no interest in the land. HfL do
not intend to take a lease or any other interest in the site until after the grant of planning
permission.
15.4 An agreement under section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 can only be
entered into with a party which has a legal interest in the land to be bound.
15.5 Accordingly, HfL would not be able to enter into the proposed section 106 agreement until after
the grant of planning permission.
15.6 If the site was currently owned by a third party, that party could enter into the section 106
agreement and because the planning obligations run with the land HfL would be bound by the
planning obligations when they acquired an interest.
15.7 It is not possible to take that approach with this development because the Council itself owns
the land. The Council as landowner cannot enter into an agreement with itself as local planning
authority.
15.8 It is therefore recommended that planning permission be issued before a section 106
agreement is entered into and a condition is added to the planning permission preventing the
commencement of the development on any part of the site until such a section 106 of the Town
& Country Planning Act 1990 has been entered into in a form satisfactory to the Council.
15.9 This type of condition is known as a Grampian condition. It can only be used in exceptional
circumstances. Officers have had regard to the National Planning Practice Guidance, in
particular the part of the guidance which advises that the decision maker should be satisfied
that in the absence of such a condition the delivery of the development would otherwise be at
serious risk.
15.10 The proposed obligations for this application to be secured through the single cojoined S106
Agreement with application ref 20/04393 are as follows:

Item
Estate Amenity
Land
Improvements
Temporary
Community
Centre

Details
• To ensure the local estate improvements (details to be
confirmed) prior to the commencement of development for the
temporary community centre.
•

•

Completion of the temporary Centre ahead of the closure of the
existing Carmelita Centre building and its availability throughout
the duration of the construction of the Jonathan Street scheme.
Closure and restoration of the land to open space and use as
estate amenity land on completion of the replacement Carmelita
Centre

Trees,
Landscaping and
Communal space

•

To require the closure and removal of the temporary community
centre and restoration of the site to estate amenity land
following completion of the new, permanent Carmelita Centre,
and completion of the estate landscape works proposed to
Tracey Island under 20/04393.

Other

•

Monitoring fee of up to 5% of total financial obligations.
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CONCLUSION

16.1 The proposal would provide a temporary structure to safeguard a continuous community space
in the vicinity during the redevelopment of the existing Carmelita Community Centre.
16.2 The development would provide comparable space and facilities provided for the benefit of
existing and future residents of the Vauxhall Gardens Estate managed by VGERTA.
16.3 The development would be temporarily sited on an area of existing estate amenity land and
would result in a temporary loss of this open space. This site is proposed to be upgraded and
enhanced as part of the mitigation of the application for the redevelopment of the existing
Carmelita Community Centre (Jonathan Street site) As such, upon removal of the temporary
structure the land will be subject to improvements proposed to be secured under application ref
20/04393 and the land restored to landscaped open space. The proposal facilitates the
significant benefits of the wider redevelopment and could not be acceptably delivered in any
other way, and this wider scheme brings significant regeneration and community benefits from
new housing and enhanced community facilities. The proposal therefore accords of Policy EN1
of the Lambeth Local Plan.
16.4 The design is considered acceptable and given the limited scale, temporary nature and siting it
is considered that the proposal would not impact unacceptably on the amenity neighbouring
properties, transport or environmental issues.
16.5 It is considered that the above section 106 obligations, which will be required under a
Grampian condition would reasonably mitigate the otherwise unacceptable impacts of the
development. The package of section106 contributions has been negotiated having full regard
to the nature of the development, to the normal expectations conferred upon developers by the
various planning policy documents, and to the statutory tests for section 106 obligations set out
in the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations.
16.6 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning decisions
to be made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. The public benefits discussed in para 12.46 are material planning considerations in
favour of the application and officers consider that the test under Section 38(6) is met. Officers
consider that subject to the conditions set out in the draft decision notice at Annex 1 of this
report and the necessary planning obligations set out in Section 20 of report, the planning
application should be approved.
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EQUALITY DUTY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

17.1 In line with the Public Sector Equality Duty the council must have due regard to the need to
eliminate discrimination and advance equality of opportunity, as set out in section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010. In making this recommendation, regard has been given to the Public Sector
Equality Duty and the relevant protected characteristics (age, disability, gender reassignment,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation).
17.2 In line with the Human Rights Act 1998, it is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way which
is incompatible with a Convention right, as per the European Convention on Human Rights.
The human rights impact have been considered, with particular reference to Article 1 of the
First Protocol (Protection of property), Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life) and
Article 14 (Prohibition of discrimination) of the Convention.

17.3 The Human Rights Act 1998 does not impair the right of the state to make decisions and
enforce laws as deemed necessary in the public interest. The recommendation is considered
appropriate in upholding the council's adopted and emerging policies and is not outweighed by
any engaged rights.
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RECOMMENDATION

18.1 Resolve to grant conditional planning permission including a Grampian condition requiring the
completion of an agreement under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended) containing the planning obligations listed in this report.
18.2 Agree to delegate authority to the Director of Planning, Transport and Sustainability to finalise
the recommended conditions as set out in this report, addendums and/or PAC minutes
18.3 In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is a
subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to the Director of Planning, Transport and
Sustainability, having regard to the heads of terms set out in this report, addendums and/or
PAC minutes, to negotiate and complete a document containing obligations pursuant to Section
106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) in order to meet the
requirement of the Planning Inspector.

APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Draft Decision Notice
Standard Conditions
Time Limit
1.

The development hereby permitted shall begin before the expiration of three years from the
date of this permission.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(As Amended).
Approved Drawings

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in complete accordance with the
approved plans listed in this decision notice, other than where those details are altered
pursuant to the requirements of the conditions of this planning permission.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
Ground Contamination

3.

For both sites, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning authority no demolition
or development shall take place until:
i. A site investigation scheme, based on previous findings to provide information for a detailed
assessment of the risk to all receptors that may be affected, including those off-site;
ii. The site investigation results and the detailed risk assessment resulting from i); has been
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in writing
and no other development shall commence until the following components of a scheme to deal
with the risks associated with contamination of the site - including unexploded ordnance and
asbestos - have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority:
iii. An options appraisal and remediation strategy giving full details of the remediation measures
required and how they are to be undertaken;
iv. A verification plan providing details of the data that will be collected in order to demonstrate
that the works set out in iii) are complete and identifying any requirements for longer-term
monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and arrangements for contingency action.
The development shall thereafter be implemented in accordance with the details and measures
approved.

4.

Prior to occupation of any part of the development of either site, a verification report
demonstrating completion of the works set out in the approved remediation strategy and the
effectiveness of the remediation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. The report shall include results of sampling and monitoring carried out in
accordance with the approved verification plan to demonstrate that the site remediation criteria
have been met. It shall also include any plan (a “long-term monitoring and maintenance plan”)
for longer-term monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and arrangements for

contingency action, as identified in the verification plan, and for the reporting of this to the local
planning authority.
5.

If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to be present at the site
then no further development shall be carried out until the developer has submitted, and
obtained written approval from the Local Planning Authority for, an amendment to the
remediation strategy detailing how this unsuspected contamination will be dealt with.
Reason: Development must not commence before relevant parts of this this condition are
discharged to safeguard future users or occupiers of this site and the wider environment from
irreversible risks associated with the contaminants which are present by ensuring that the
contaminated land is properly treated and made safe before development. Depending on the
outcome of any ground investigation and subsequent risk assessment, it may be necessary for
remediation to be carried out. If this is the case, it will be necessary to demonstrate that any
work has been carried out effectively and the environmental risks have been satisfactorily
managed (Policy EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan).

Archaeology – Written scheme of investigation
6.

No demolition or development on each site shall take place until a written scheme of
investigation (WSI) has been submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in
writing. For land that is included within the WSI, no demolition or development shall take place
other than in accordance with the agreed WSI, which shall include the statement of significance
and research objectives, and
A. The programme and methodology of site investigation and recording and the nomination of a
competent person(s) or organisation to undertake the agreed works.
B. The programme for post-investigation assessment and subsequent analysis, publication &
dissemination and deposition of resulting material.
This part of the condition shall not be discharged until these elements have been fulfilled in
accordance with the programme set out in the WSI.
Reason: to safeguard the archaeological interest on this site (Policy HC1 London Plan (2021)).
Archaeology Foundation works

7.

No foundation works shall take place until details of the foundation design and construction
method to protect archaeological remains have been submitted and approved in writing by the
local planning authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
details.
Reason: The planning authority wishes to secure physical preservation of the site's
archaeological interest in accordance with the NPPF.
Flood Risk measures

8.

The development shall be constructed in accordance with the flood risk mitigation measures
presented in the Flood Risk Assessment & Drainage Strategy (Report Ref. 193852-01C) and
the guidance contained within the Department for Communities & Local Government (DCLG)
document ‘Improving the flood performance of new buildings: flood resilient construction’.

Reason: To ensure the development is provided with a satisfactory means of drainage and to
reduce the impact of flooding both to and from the development and third parties in accordance
with Policy SI 12 of the London Plan and Policies EN5 and EN6 of the Lambeth Local Plan.
Landscaping and playspace
9.

Landscaping details
Notwithstanding the details on the drawings and documents hereby approved, prior to
commencement of the development beyond the superstructure of the development hereby
permitted, a hard and soft landscaping scheme shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the local planning authority. All tree, shrub and hedge planting included within the above
scheme shall accord with BS3936:1992, BS4043:1989 and BS4428:1989 (or subsequent
superseding equivalent) and current Arboricultural best practice. The details shall demonstrate
that net biodiversity has been achieved. The details shall include:
a) The treatment of all parts of the site not covered by buildings including walls and boundary
features
b) The quantity, size, species, position and the proposed time of planting of all trees and shrubs
to be planted
c) All hard landscaping including all ground surfaces, planters, seating, refuse disposal points,
cycle parking facilities, bollards, vehicle crossovers/access points;
The development hereby permitted shall be thereafter carried out in accordance with the
approved details within 3 months of the date of occupation of any part of the site unless an
alternative temporary landscaping and phasing scheme has otherwise been submitted to and
agreed by the Local Planning Authority.
The development shall thereafter be carried out solely in accordance with the details thus
approved and shall thereafter be retained as such for the lifetime of the development unless
otherwise approved, in writing, by the local planning authority.
Reason: In order to introduce high quality landscaping in and around the site in the interests of
the ecological value of the site and to ensure a satisfactory landscaping of the site in the
interests of visual amenity and to ensure high quality of housing. (Policy EN1, Q2, Q6, Q9, Q10
and H5 of the Lambeth Local Plan and Policy G6 of the London Plan 2020)).
Landscaping – First Planting

10.

All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved landscaping scheme shall be carried
out in the first planting and seeding season following the occupation of the development hereby
permitted or the substantial completion of the development, whichever is the sooner. Any trees,
hedgerows or shrubs forming part of the approved landscaping scheme which within a period
of five years from the occupation or substantial completion of the development die, are
removed or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next planting
season with others of similar size and species, unless the Local Planning Authority gives
written consent to any variation.
Reasons: In order to introduce high quality soft landscaping in and around the site in the
interests of the ecological value of the site and to ensure a satisfactory landscaping of the site
in the interests of visual amenity (Policy EN1, Q2, Q9, Q10 and H5 of the Lambeth Local Plan
and Policy G6 of the London Plan 2020)).

Trees
Tree Protection measures
11.

The general and specific provisions to ensure that no unacceptable damages is caused to the
root system, trunks or crowns of the trees identified for retention should be undertaken in
accordance with the Arboricultural Implications Report (Ref SJA air 20328-01) hereby
permitted.
Reason: To safeguard the retained trees on the site (Policy Q10 Lambeth Local Plan).
Transport & Highways
Construction and Environmental Management Plan

12.

For both sites the development hereby approved shall not commence until a Construction and
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the local planning authority. The CEMP shall include details of the following relevant measures:
i. An introduction consisting of construction phase environmental management plan, definitions
and abbreviations and project description and location;
ii. A description of management responsibilities;
iii. A description of the construction and demolition programme which identifies activities likely
to cause high levels of noise or dust;
iv. Site working hours and a named person for residents to contact;
v. Detailed Site logistics arrangements;
vi. Details regarding parking, deliveries, and storage;
vii. Details regarding dust and noise mitigation measures to be deployed including identification
of sensitive receptors and ongoing monitoring;
viii. Details of the hours of works and other measures to mitigate the impact of construction on
the amenity of the area and safety of the highway network; and
ix. Communication procedures with the LBL and local community regarding key construction
issues – newsletters, fliers etc.
x. Details of methods to encourage re-use of materials on-site
xi. Staff Travel Plan
The construction shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the details and measures
approved in the CEMP for the related phase unless the written consent of the Local Planning
Authority is received for any variation.
Reason: This is required prior to construction to avoid hazard and obstruction being caused to
users of the public highway and to safeguard residential amenity during the whole of the
construction period. (Policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan).
Non-road mobile machinery (NRMM)

13.

If Non Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) of net power of 37kW and up to and including 560kW
is required on site during the course of demolition, site preparation and construction phases, it
must comply with the emission standards set out in chapter 7 of the GLA’s supplementary
planning guidance “Control of Dust and Emissions During Construction and Demolition” dated
July 2014 (SPG), or subsequent guidance. Unless it complies with the standards set out in the
SPG, no NRMM shall be on site, at any time, whether in use or not, without the prior written
consent of the local planning authority. The developer must register all NRMM at
https://nrmm.london/user-nrmm/register prior to bringing it on to site and shall keep the register
up to date by listing all NRMM used during the demolition, site preparation and construction
phases of the development.

Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development (Policy SI 1 of
the London Plan (2021))

Cycle Parking Store
14.

The cycle parking store shall be provided in accordance with the approved details prior to first
occupation of any part of the building hereby permitted. The cycle storage areas shall
thereafter be retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory (policies Q2,
Q5, Q7, and Q8 of the Lambeth Local Plan).

15.

The disabled parking spaces shall be provided in accordance with the approved details prior to
first occupation of any part of the building hereby permitted. The parking shall thereafter be
retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To ensure that the parking is provided prior to the occupation of the use and does not
impact on the free flow of the highway network. (policies Q2, Q5, Q7, and Q8 of the Lambeth
Local Plan).
Bin Stores

16.

Prior to commencement of above ground works on each site, the design and detailing of all
external refuse stores shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The approved scheme shall be fully implemented before the use hereby permitted
commences and retained for the lifetime of the development, unless otherwise approved, in
writing, by the local planning authority.
Reason: In the interests of visual and residential amenity (policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local
Plan).
Waste Management

17.

A waste management strategy shall be submitted and approved prior to the occupation of the
building hereby approved. The strategy shall detail the method of presenting waste from both
the proposed and existing refuse stores to the highway for collection without impediment. The
approved scheme shall be fully implemented before the use hereby permitted commences and
retained for the lifetime of the development, unless otherwise approved, in writing, by the local
planning authority.
Community Use Management plan

18.

The community use hereby permitted shall not commence until a community use management
plan has been submitted and approved in writing by the local planning authority. This should
include but not be limited to, hours of operation, management responsibilities during all
operating hours, measures to control noise from live and amplified music (including the
screening of sporting events and public address systems) and minimising the effects of patrons
coming and going from site and demonstrating how patrons leaving the building will be
prevented from causing nuisance for people in the area. The use hereby permitted shall
thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of
the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan.

External Lighting
19.

Prior to occupation a lighting scheme must be submitted for the approval of the Local Planning
Authority in accordance with the Institute of Lighting Professional’s Guidance notes for the
reduction of obstructive light. The scheme must be designed by a suitably qualified person in
accordance with the recommendations for environmental zone E3 in the ILP document
“Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light GN01:2011.
Before commencement of operation of the approved lighting scheme the applicant shall appoint
a suitably qualified member of the institute of lighting professionals (ILP) to validate that the
lighting scheme as installed conforms to the recommendations for environmental zone E3 in
the ILP document “Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light GN01:2020
Reason: To ensure minimal nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities
of adjoining occupiers and of the area generally (Policy Q2 of Lambeth Local Plan).
Sustainability and Energy
SuDS Maintenance

20.

No development shall be brought in to use/occupied until a management and maintenance plan
of the sustainable drainage scheme for the site has been submitted to and approved by the
Local Planning Authority. The plan must consider the management and maintenance for the
lifetime of the development which shall include the arrangements made to secure the operation
of the scheme. The approved plan shall be implemented in full in accordance with the agreed
terms and conditions.
Reason: To manage the water environment of the development and mitigate the impact on
flood risk, water quality, habitat and amenity value. (Policies EN5 and EN6 of the Lambeth
Local Plan and Policy SI12 of the London Plan).
s106 Grampian Condition

21.

No development shall commence on any part of the site until a planning obligation pursuant to
section 106 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 has been entered into in a form
satisfactory to the Council which shall secure the following obligations:

Item
Estate Amenity
Land
Improvements
Temporary
Community
Centre

Details
• To ensure the local estate improvements (details to be
confirmed) prior to the commencement of development for the
temporary community centre.
•

•

Completion of the temporary Centre ahead of the closure of the
existing Carmelita Centre building and its availability throughout
the duration of the construction of the Jonathan Street scheme.
Closure and restoration of the land to open space and use as
estate amenity land on completion of the replacement Carmelita
Centre

Trees,
Landscaping and
Communal space

•

To require the closure and removal of the temporary community
centre and restoration of the site to estate amenity land
following completion of the new, permanent Carmelita Centre,
and completion of the estate landscape works proposed to
Tracey Island under 20/04393.

Other

•

Monitoring fee of up to 5% of total financial obligations.

Temporary Permission
22.

The building hereby permitted shall be removed and the land restored to its former condition on
or before 31/12/2026 in accordance with a scheme of work submitted to and approved by the
Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the use of the estate amenity land is temporary in nature and only remains
whilst necessary to provide a continuous community centre provision. (Policy EN1 of the
Lambeth Local Plan)
Informatives:

1.

This decision letter does not convey an approval or consent which may be required under any
enactment, by-law, order or regulation, other than Section 57 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.

2.

You are advised that this consent is without prejudice to any rights which may be enjoyed by
any tenants/occupiers of the premises.

3.

Your attention is drawn to the provisions of the Building Regulations, and related legislation
which must be complied with to the satisfaction of the Council's Building Control Officer.

4.

Your attention is drawn to Sections 4 and 7 of the Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons Act
1970 and the Code of Practice for Access for the Disabled to Buildings (B.S. 5810:1979)
regarding the provision of means of access, parking facilities and sanitary conveniences for the
needs of persons visiting, using or employed at the building or premises who are disabled.

5.

You are advised of the necessity to consult the Council's Streetcare team within the Public
Protection Division with regard to the provision of refuse storage and collection facilities.

6.

You are advised that this permission does not authorise the display of advertisements at the
premises and separate consent may be required from the Local Planning Authority under the
Town and Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) Regulations 1992.

7.

As soon as building work starts on the development, you must contact the Street Naming and
Numbering Officer if you need to do the following:
1. name a new street
2. name a new or existing building
3. apply new street numbers to a new or existing building
This will ensure that any changes are agreed with Lambeth Council before use, in accordance
with the London Buildings Acts (Amendment) Act 1939 and the Local Government Act 1985.
Although it is not essential, we also advise you to contact the Street Naming and Numbering
Officer before applying new names or numbers to internal flats or units. Contact details are
listed below.
Street Naming and Numbering Officer
e-mail: streetnn@lambeth.gov.uk
tel: 020 7926 2283
fax: 020 7926 9104

8.

You are advised of the necessity to consult the Transport and Highways team within the
Transport Division of the Directorate of Environmental Services, with regard to any alterations
affecting the public footway.

9.

You are advised of the necessity to consult the Council’s Highways team prior to the
commencement of construction on 020 7926 9000 in order to obtain necessary approvals and
licences prior to undertaking any works within the Public Highway including Scaffolding,
Temporary/Permanent Crossovers, Oversailing/Undersailing of the Highway, Drainage/Sewer
Connections, Hoarding, Excavations (including adjacent to the highway such as basements,
etc), Temporary Full/Part Road Closures, Craneage Licences etc.

10.

Thames water
The applicant is advised to read Thames Water guide ‘working near our assets’ to ensure your
workings will be in line with the necessary processes you need to follow if you’re considering
working above or near our pipes or other structures.
https://developers.thameswater.co.uk/Developing-a-large-site/Planning-yourdevelopment/Working-near-or-diverting-our-pipes
Should you require further information please contact Thames Water. Email:
developer.services@thameswater.co.uk.
There are water mains crossing or close to your development. Thames Water do NOT permit
the building over or construction within 3m of water mains. If you're planning significant works
near our mains (within 3m) we’ll need to check that your development doesn’t reduce capacity,
limit repair or maintenance activities during and after construction, or inhibit the services we
provide in any other way. The applicant is advised to read our guide working near or diverting
our pipes.
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdevelopers.thameswater.
co.uk%2FDeveloping-a-large-site%2FPlanning-your-development%2FWorking-near-ordiverting-ourpipes&amp;data=04%7C01%7CJHolt%40lambeth.gov.uk%7C7bba886a93504282f69808d913
cbf1f9%7Cc4f22780485f4507af4a60a971d6f7fe%7C0%7C0%7C637562588919440907%7CU
nknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJ

XVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&amp;sdata=T9Ez5haxZLBxT3AWTnG82N6TOrZHYTjlcrUvGx7LuA
Y%3D&amp;reserved=0
11.

The written scheme of investigation will need to be prepared and implemented by a suitably
qualified professionally accredited archaeological practice in accordance with Historic
England’s Guidelines for Archaeological Projects in Greater London. This condition is exempt
from deemed discharge under schedule 6 of The Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015.

Appendix 2: List of consultees (statutory and Other Consultees)
Highway Team Lambeth
Hatch Row Housing Co-operative
Vauxhall 5 Chair Of The TRA
Vauxhall Gardens Estate Resident And Tenant Association
Waterloo Community Development Group
Kennington Oval & Vauxhall Forum
Kennington Park Road Residents' Association
Cleaver Square, Cleaver Street , Bowden St
9 Albert Embankment Residents' Association
We Are Waterloo
Kennington Heritage Link
Friends Of Archbishop's Park
Friends Of Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens
Transport Lambeth
Veolia Waste Lambeth Planning App
Arboricultural Officer
TFL Road Network Development (non-referable)
Regeneration Team
Environment Agency
Conservation & Urban Design
EHST Noise Pollution
Conservation & Urban Design
Planning Policy
Flooding - SUDS
Ward Councillors
Sustainability Team On Air Quality
Building Control
Enterprise, Employment And Skills
Parks & Open Spaces
Implementation Team
Design Out Crime Officer
Brook Drive Tenants Residents Assoc
Dryden Court Residents' Association
Friends Of Old Paradise Gardens
Heart Of Kennington Residents' Association
I.M.P.A.C.T.
Jubilee Walkway Trust
Kennington Association Planning Forum
Oval & Kennington Residents Association
Vauxhall One Business Improvement Districts
Vauxhall St Peters Heritage Centre
Consultation Date: Tue 27 Apr 2021
Walcot Estate Tenants Association
Whitgift Estate Tenants Association

South Bank Employers Group
Friends Of Lambeth High Street Rec
Lambeth Estates Residents Association
Association of Waterloo Groups
Appendix 3: List of relevant policies in London Plan, Lambeth Local Plan. Reference to SPGs,
SPD and other relevant guidance
London Plan (2021)
GG2 Making the best use of land
GG3 Creating a healthy city
GG4 Delivering the homes Londoners need
GG6 Increasing efficiency and resilience
SD1 Opportunity Areas
SD4 The Central Activities Zone (CAZ)
D1 London’s form, character and capacity for growth
D3 Optimising site capacity through the design-led approach
D3 Optimising site capacity through the design-led approach
D4 Delivering good design
D5 Inclusive design
D6 Housing quality and standards
D7 Accessible housing
D8 Public Realm
D9 Tall Buildings
D11 Safety, security and resilience to emergency
D12 Fire Safety
D13 Agent of Change
D14 Noise
H1 Increasing housing supply
H2 Small sites
H4 Delivering affordable housing
H5 Threshold approach to applications
H6 Affordable housing tenure
H7 Monitoring of affordable housing
H8 Loss of existing housing and estate redevelopment
H9 Ensuring the best use of stock
H10 Housing size mix
S1 Developing London’s social infrastructure
S2 Health and social care facilities
S4 Play and informal recreation
E11 Skills and opportunities for all
HC1 Heritage conservation and growth
HC3 Strategic and Local Views
HC4 London View Management Framework
G1 Green infrastructure
G4 Open space
G5 Urban greening
G6 Biodiversity and access to nature
G7 Trees and woodlands
SI1 Improving air quality
SI 2 Minimising greenhouse gas emissions
SI 3 Energy infrastructure
SI 4 Managing heat risk
SI 5 Water infrastructure
SI 7 Reducing waste and supporting the circular economy
SI 12 Flood risk management
SI 13 Sustainable drainage
SI 14 Waterways – strategic role

T2 Healthy Streets
T3 Transport capacity, connectivity and safeguarding
T4 Assessing and mitigating transport impacts
T5 Cycling
T6 Car parking
T6.1 Residential parking
T6.5 Non-residential disabled persons parking
T7 Deliveries, servicing and construction
T9 Funding transport infrastructure through planning
Lambeth Local Plan (2021)
D2 Presumption in favour of sustainable development
D4 Planning obligations
H1 Maximising housing growth
H2 Delivering affordable housing
H3 Safeguarding existing housing
H4 Housing size mix in new developments
H5 Housing standards
ED15 Employment and training
S1 Safeguarding existing social infrastructure
S2 New or improved social infrastructure
T1 Sustainable travel
T2 Walking
T3 Cycling
T4 Public Transport Infrastructure
T5 River Transport
T7 Parking
T8 Servicing
EN1 Open space, green infrastructure and biodiversity
EN3 Decentralised energy
EN4 Sustainable design and construction
EN5 Flood Risk
EN6 Sustainable drainage systems and water management
Q1 Inclusive environments
Q2 Amenity
Q3 Safety, crime prevention and counter terrorism
Q4 Public art
Q5 Local distinctiveness
Q6 Urban design: public realm
Q7 Urban design: new development
Q8 Design quality: construction detailing
Q9 Landscaping
Q10 Trees
Q12 Refuse and recycling
Q13 Cycle storage
Q15 Boundary treatments
Q20 Statutory listed buildings
Q22 Conservation areas
Q23 Non-designated heritage assets: local heritage list
Q25 Views
Q26 Tall and large buildings
Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) & Other Relevant Documents:
London Plan Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG)
Draft Circular Economy Statements (October 2020)
Draft Whole-life Carbon Assessments (October 2020)
Draft ‘Be Seen’ Monitoring Guidance (October 2020)

Social Infrastructure (May 2015)
Accessible London: Achieving an Inclusive Environment (October 2014)
The control of dust and emissions during construction and demolition (July 2014)
Character and Context (June 2014)
London View Management Framework (March 2012)
Planning for Equality and Diversity in London (October 2007)
Lambeth Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs)
Employment and Skills SPD (2018)
Draft Design Code SPD (2020)
Air Quality Planning Guidance Notes
Refuse & Recycling Storage Design Guide
Waste and Recycling Storage and Collection Requirements - Technical Specification for Architects
and Developers

